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We often pool measurement results (entry 2.9 in [1]) and

expect somehow a more adequate value from such an

operation, especially in two cases.

In the process leading to a certified reference material,

CRM (entry 5.14 in [1]), we frequently pool various

measurement results obtained by various measurement

procedures (sometimes in various laboratories) expecting

to come closer to a more adequate value for embodiment in

the CRM than just the one value obtained by one mea-

surement laboratory only. By a more adequate value, we

mean a value that makes the CRM into a more reliable tool

to assist in calibration or in the search of compensation for

systematic effects (entry 2.17 in [1]) in a measurement.

In a Proficiency Testing Scheme (one of the various

types of Interlaboratory Programme—see description of

ILC types in Table 7.2–1 in [2]), we frequently pool var-

ious measurement results obtained by possibly various

measurement procedures, expecting to establish a more

adequate ‘‘reference value’’ (entry 5.18 in [1]) for the

Scheme than just the one value obtained by one measure-

ment laboratory only. Again, by more adequate, we mean a

value that makes a reference value in a PTS into a more

reliable tool to assist in the evaluation of the performance

of the PTS participants, that is, of their ‘‘measurement

capability’’ (concept 7.3–1 in [2]).

Thus, in both cases, we expect that pooling measure-

ment results enables us to come closer to a more adequate

value for its intended use.

But what is the thinking underlying the pooling of

multiple measurement results?

There is this overwhelming belief that the greater the

number of measurement results we pool, the better the

resulting mean value. But, in an ILC with the purpose of

arriving at a reliable value for certification, the goal is

different from that in a PTS: detecting unknown systematic

effects. Let us analyse the application of that thinking a

little deeper.

First, one would think that the individual measurement

results of a set of results obtained by different analysts by

definition includes a measurement uncertainty (entry 2.26

in [1]). All of them are intended to assist somehow in the

certification of a CRM and therefore ought to be reliable, in

principle, within their respective stated measurement

uncertainty. One would expect such results to be metro-

logically compatible (entry 2.47 in [1]) even if obtained

through possibly different measurement procedures, refer-

ence measurement procedures, or even primary reference

measurement procedures (entries 2.6–2.7–2.8 in [1]). One

would even expect that these results are metrologically

equivalent, that is, that they are ‘‘acceptable for the same

specified intended use’’ (concept 5–4 in [2]). The question

then arises whether we indeed need multiple results for the

same measurand (entry 2.3 in [1]). As they should all be

equivalent in the sense of the definition, we could logically

conclude that one of these results—with its measurement

uncertainty—is sufficient to attribute a trustworthy value to

the measurand, thus making the other values superfluous.

So, what could be the point of having multiple results? The

answer seems to be that these additional—if superfluous—

values do offer confirmation of each other, thus making all
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participating analysts and their laboratories feel more satisfied,

individually and as a group. Attaining unanimity on a value

would be ideal, but probably difficult to reach. In such an

important context as the certification of a value embodied in a

CRM or the establishment of a reference value for a PTS,

‘‘consensus’’ would already be highly satisfactory. What then

is ‘‘consensus’’? It is defined as ‘‘absence of sustained oppo-

sition’’ [3] in ISO contexts where conclusions in the Technical

Committees (TCs) must somehow be drawn, no matter what

problem is discussed. Similarly, a discussion about a value to

be embodied in a CRM or to be made into a reference value for

a PTS is important. Arriving at it by such a ‘‘consensus’’ is very

useful and the term ‘‘consensus value’’ looks adequate to name

that value.

But the question may be asked whether a consensus value

is, metrologically speaking, a measured value (entry in 2.10

[1]) since it is the product of a choice, that is, it is the con-

sequence of a decision supposedly taken after ‘‘absence of

sustained opposition’’. Think for example about decisions

during the pooling process about eliminating some values,

usually after discussion, or about removing outliers from the

set, both because metrological concepts were not respected

during the measurements. The fact is that such a consensus

increases trust in the certified value and that is an important

psychological consideration, sometimes even an important

political or commercial consideration. The increase in trust

seems to be the overriding and understandable drive towards

attempting to achieve a ‘‘consensus value’’. This raises

another interesting and—as yet unanswered—question: if

we want to pool measurement results, what are the criteria for

doing so? When, that is under which conditions, can they be

pooled? Another topic for continuing discussion.

We conclude that the process of pooling measurement results

and concluding to one value is adequately described by the term

‘‘consensus value’’, but that that is not a measured value.

As usual, any comment, question, or amendment is

welcome, preferably as a contribution to the Discussion

Forum of this Journal.
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